The world is rapidly evolving, and it is important to keep pace with the advancement in technology. Students need to be equipped with the skills demanded by the market to enable them to obtain good jobs and grow their career.

The Industry is looking for talented students in emerging technologies like Big Data, Business Analytics, Internet of Things (IoT), Artificial Intelligence (AI), Cyber Security, Digital Marketing etc.

Academi is an initiative by Singapore based IT Professionals to help students in engineering/technical colleges in India to impart the awareness of latest Deep Tech happenings in the world through Webinars/Conferences/Workshops/Trainings/Newsletters.
PROBLEM STATEMENT

It is practically burdensome for students to spend money and time to learn latest technologies while continuing with their curriculum & regular class work. Also very difficult to get faculty who has real world experience & International exposure.

CODE

Academi is trying to address this problem by creating an Ecosystem which is a win-win solution for all stakeholders involved, resulting in a “Cost-effective, Real time Experience” that leaves nobody behind.

We will bring the advanced countries approach (Singapore) by involving the Technical Institution, Students and the Industry in order to create and develop a Sustainable System.

We will provide the technical know-how and expertise to establish the Deep Tech Consulting Division for the Colleges.
• Academi will help to set up a Center of Deeptech Excellence (CODE) in the engineering college premises free of cost and guide the college staff on emerging technologies/trends.

• We offer free webinars on new technological topics. We have a pool of Technically competent and skilled personnel with real world experience - who will conduct courses on latest topics at a very affordable price.

• The courses will be delivered via web and the students can learn from the comfort of their own campus. Web lectures will be held full-time on Sundays.
CODE will provide an opportunity to colleges to let their students learn the most sought-after skills in the market. All technical aspects will be guided by Academi team.

Colleges can develop the Consultancy Division by getting local projects which helps College, Students and SMEs. The projects will be executed by the students with the technical support from Academi.

This will be a win-win situation for all stakeholders.

- Colleges can earn income from the Consultancy Division.
- Students will work on the live projects and gain practical experience.
- Local SME’s can get their solutions (software / apps etc) developed at a very reasonable cost.
FREE WEBINARS

- Understanding Digital Transformation
- Understanding IoT
- Understanding BIGDATA
- Understanding Business Analytics
- Understanding Artificial Intelligence (AI)
- Understanding Cyber Security
- Understanding ISO37120 Certification for SMARTCITIES
- Understanding Fintech & Blockchain
- Understanding Digital Marketing
- Understanding Industry 4.0
TRAININGS OFFERED

1. Artificial Intelligence (AI)
2. BIGDATA
3. Business Analytics
4. Internet of Things (IoT)
5. Fintech/Blockchain
6. Cyber Security
7. Augmented Reality
8. Mobile Apps
9. Robotics
10. Chatbots
11. Virtual Reality
12. Digital Marketing